Final Report

GPVD090P X40K
GVREMS GMC516A
PETITION ID: 13MINW
NAME: AN ACT INCREASING AK MIN. WAGE TO $8.75/H EFFECTIVE 1/1/15, $9.75/H EFFECTIVE 1/1/16 & THEREAFTER ADJUSTED ANNUALLY FOR INFLATION

TYPE: INITIATIVE

REQUIRED SIGNATURES: 30,169
(A) ADDRESS NOT PROVIDED: 29
(B) DOB NOT MATCHED:...

NUMBER OF QUALIFIED: 36,480
(D) DUPLICATE: 2,305
(I) INACTIVE: 187
(J) NOT IN JURISDICTION: 2

COMPUTER QUALIFIED: 36,450
(K) PETITION SIGNATURE: 151
(L) NAME NOT MATCHED:...

MANUALLY QUALIFIED: 30
(N) NAME NOT MATCHED:...

TOTAL SIGNATURES: 43,489
(R) NOT REGISTERED: 3,646
(S) SSN NOT MATCHED:...

NUMBER OF UNQUALIFIED: 7,009
(T) DUPLICATE SSN:...
(U) UNABLE TO IDENTIFY:...
(V) VTR NUM NOT FOUND:...
(X) NOT YET COUNTED:...

QUALIFIED SPONSORS: 147
(Z) ADL NOT MATCHED:...

UNQUALIFIED SPONSORS: 6
(W) WITHDRAWN: 689

P1=MENU, F9=QUIT

About The View Petition Totals Report

The division will research each signer who signed in each petition booklet. This involves a manual search of the statewide voter registration system for each signer to determine if they are a qualified registered voter. If a successful match is found and the signer provided all the required information, name, address, identifier, signature and date of signature, the signer will be manually qualified and appear in the (M) Manually Qualified column. If the signer did not provide all the required information when signing the petition or the signer is not a qualified registered voter, the column located on the right-hand side of the report reflects the reason for disqualification.

If a signer's voter registration record was inactivated before the receipt of the petition booklets, such as a voter who may have signed a booklet and then passed away after signing, will appear in the (H) Inactive Qualified column. Since the signer was a qualified registered voter at the time of signing the petition, they would qualify as an eligible signature.